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Purpose and Objectives

)
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The Colony Farm Land Use Study was initiated in December 1993 by
the British Columbia Buildings Corporation . .Its purpose is to develop a
land use plan for future use of Colony Farm.

)
)
)
)
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)
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The objectives of the study are:

1. To identify the key stakeholders and provide full opportunity for
expression of the various interests and ideas as to how Colony Farm should
be used in the medium to long term.
2. To create a comprehensive inventory of present and potential agricultural,
environmental, recreational and educational/interpretive uses of Colony
Farm, and to identify characteristics of Colony Farm which may influence
these current or potential uses.

)
)
)
)

)

3. From a range of land use options which reflect the various and possibly
divergent views on the most appropriate uses of Colony Farm, select and
recommend a Land Use Plan which will have received the informed consent
of the key stakeholders.

)
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Colony Farm Land Use Study Steering Committee

)
)

)
)
)
)

)
)
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The Colony Farm Land Use Study was officially announced by the
Honourable John Cashore, MLA and Mike Farnworth, MLA at the Fourth
Annual Colony Farm Walkabout on June 4, 1993. The land use study is
directed by a Steering Committee formed in December 1993. The Steering
Committee is responsible for overall policy direction and for approving
final recommendations to the Provincial Government. The Steering
Committee includes both government and community representatives
from a variety of agricultural, environmental and citizen organizations.
The Committee is chaired by the B.C. Buildings Corporation (BCBC).
Members include:
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J
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)

)
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Chief George Chaffee, Coquitlam Indian Band
Bruce Cox, B.C. Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks
Paul Dutton, PoCo Citizens for Colony Farm
Carlos Felip, City of Port Coquitlam
Pat Ferguson, South-East Coquitlam Ratepayers Association
Elaine Golds, Burke Mountain Naturalists
Dave Melnychuk, B.C. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
Jane Pickering, City of Coquitlam
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Chris Schreiber, B.C. Buildings Corporation (Chair)
Marlene Van Baalen, Agricultural Advisory Conunittee to GVRD Board
Technical assistance was provided to the Steering Committee and the
land use study by Mark Hornell, Agricultural Land Commission. Michael
McPhee, Quadra Planning Consultants Ltd. was responsible for
coordination of the land use study. He was assisted by Gary Runka, Ken
Summers, Larry Wolfe, Gary Holman, Hans Utzig and Graham Farstad.

Study Phases
The Study has five phases:

Phase 1: Initial Consultation and Resource Data Collection

Study Phases
Phase 1
lnilial Consultation and
Resource Data Collection

This phase involved collecting and analyzing background information
on Colony Farm, including its history, agricultural, environmental and
recreational resources and potential, land status and land use policies.
Over 40 different stakeholders were contacted and a public workshop with
80 participants was held in May 1994 to identify key issues and future
visions. Sixteen presentations were made to the Colony Farm Land Use
Study Steering Committee on May 24 - 25, 1994 and many individuals sent
letters expressing their concerns and views. The technical analysis and
information received from the public has been compiled in a report
entitled, Phase 1 - Technical Background Report, available in local libraries.

y

Phase 2
land Use Principles
and Options

T

Phase 3
Drott land Use Plan

T

Phase 4
final land Use Plan

V

Phase 2: Land Use Principles and Options
The Colony Farm Land Use Study Steering Committee and the study
consultants analyzed the information in the Phase 1 report and the input
received from the public. Based on this, the Steering Committee prepared
a number of draft land use principles and three broad land use scenarios.
A public open house attended by 200 people was held in September 1994
to obtain public input on the proposed land use principles and scenarios.

Phase 3: Draft Land Use Plan
Based on the public input received and further analysis of technical
information, the Steering Committee prepared a draft land use plan based
on the integration of wildlife, agriculture and passive recreation values.
The draft land use plan was available for review in public libraries and at
a public open house attended by over 300 people in early February 1995.

Phase S
land Use Plan
Approval Process

Phase 4: Final Land Use Plan
Following public review of the draft land use plan, the Steering
Committee and study consultants analyzed the public input and made
final revisions to the plan.
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Phase 5: Land Use Plan Approval Process
The land use plan has been revised and will be submitted to the
Provincial Government for approval. The plan will also be forwarded to
the Agricultural Land Commission for information and presented to
municipal councils for endorsement.

)
)
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Public Involvement Process

)
)
)
)
)

)

Throughout the Colony Farm Land Use Study the public has been
informed and involved in several ways. Initially, contact was made with
over 40 different groups and organizations to ascertain their concerns and
perspectives on the future use of Colony Farm. A mailing list of
approximately 500 names was developed; newsletters were distributed
and news releases sent to local newspapers in the area. Media interviews
were also conducted.
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A public workshop was held on May 12, 1994 attended by 80
participants. The participants were asked to identify what future uses
they would like to see at Colony Farm and to list any concerns or issues
that should b~ addressed. Another sixteen briefs were presented to the
Steering Committee on May 24 and 25, 1994. Many letters were also
received from individuals who have an interest in the future of Colony Farm.
Three informal w orking
groups were also formed of
various stakeholder interests to
provide information on
environmental, agricultural
and recreational values and
resources.
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Presentations were made
to the Agricultural Land
Commission, Coquitlam City
Council and the City of Port
Coquitlam's Environmental
Protection Committee.
A public open house w as
held in late September 1994 to
review draft land use
p rinciples and scenarios p repared by the Steering Committee. These
included: an agricultural emphasis, a wildlife emphasis and an integrated
agriculture-wildlife option. Each scenario included provisions for public
access and passive recreation use.

Open houses provided
opportunities for the public to
review draft land use plans.

)
)
)

A second public open house was held in early February 1995 at the
Wilson Centre in Port Coquitlam to review the draft land u se plan. There
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was general support b y those who filled in comment fo rm s for the overall
land use plan and the overall goal of the plan. All the input received
through the workshop, open houses and written submissions has been
thoroughly reviewed and used directly in preparing the land use plan.
The results of the public workshop, formal submissions and the open
house can be found in the Public Workshop Report, Compendium of
Formal Submissions, Summary of Public Open House (September 1994)
and Comment Form and Sign-In Book Analysis (for February 1995 Open
House). These reports are available in the Coquitlam, Port Coquitlam and
Port Moody public libraries.

Acknowledgements
The consultants acknowledge the commitment and insight of the
members of the Colony Farm Land Use Study Steering Committee. This
Committee worked hard, attended many meetings and fully supported
public participation throughout the planning process. We are especially
grateful to the Committee Chair, Chris Schreiber, B.C. Buildings
Corporation for his valuable advice and ongoing support.
The Steering Committee and Study Consultants would like to express
their gratitude to the many individuals who gave their time to attend
meetings, to write letters and briefs and to provide their views on the
future of Colony Farm.
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Sometimes, events of the past conspire to offer a gift to the future.
The Colony Farm lands, on the boundary between Coquitlam and Port
Coquitlam, is such a gift. Surrounded by some of the Lower Mainland's
most rapid development of the past ten years, this oasis of meadow and
forest straddling the Coquitlam River might have vanished, rep laced by
intensive development; housing, an industrial park, or a racetrack.
Instead, it has become 600 acres of opportunity rich in both history and
potential.

:.. originally a flooded
wetland with an abundance
of wildlife

)
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The past...
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Over the centuries, the lower Fraser Valley has supported a vast
wealth of wildlife. Waterfowl and songbirds depended upon the fertile
floodplain of the river for summer nesting sites, for resting during long
spring and fall migrations and for feeding during overwintering. Where
the free flowing Coquitlam River joined the silt-laden waters of the mighty
Fraser, a rich floodplain formed. In times past, this area undoubtedly
nourished aboriginal groups such
as the Coquitlam Indian Band with
an abundance of waterfowl, fish
and a wide variety of berries and
fruit. Colony Farm itself traces its
history to 1904 when the provincial
government purchased 1,000 acres
at the fertile confluence of the
Coquitlam and Fraser rivers as a
site for a mental health facility.
From the beginning, the lush, black
soil along the rivers was intended
for use as a farm to provide both
food and rehabilitative labour for
patients of the hospital being
constructed on the adjacent
uplands.
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Colony Farm Gate.
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Colony Farm was first
established in 1904

At the time, the site for the facility, then called "Essondale," was
entirely rural. The closest community of any size, New Westminster, lay
some five miles to the west, so many of the staff for the hospital and farm
lived on the site. As Colony Farm became established, the Essondale
community became virtually self-sufficient. The fertile fields produced
vegetables, meat and dairy products as well as hay for the Clydesdale
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horses used to till the fields.
Colony Farm became one of British
Columbia's earliest, and most
outstanding, agricultural
successes.

Teams of Clydesdales are used
to plow the fields.

... one of the best farms in
Canada

Although it began with just a
few locally-purchased cows in
1910, the farm's dairy operation
grew swiftly. Holstein cows were
imported from New York state and
from Carnation Farms of Seattle to
upgrade the herd. Colony Farm
soon established a reputation: "By
1911," notes the book Coquitlam,
100 Years, "the farm was
considered the best in the west, yielding 700 tons of crops and 20,000
gallons of milk." By 1912, reported The Farmers' Advocate, it had "the best
equipped barns, stables, dairy equipment and yards in Canada, if not the
continent." The farm regularly took top prizes at the Pacific National
Exhibition and other western agricultural fairs and, over the years, its
dairy herd provided foundation stock for virtually all of the province's
dairy farms. The highly-productive land also allowed the farm to produce
more food than its own community required, and several other B.C.
government institutions were supplied from the surplus of Colony Farm's
fields, dairy and cannery.
Jenny Gardner Lenihan, who
grew up on the farm where her
father worked in the 1930s and 40s,
recalled, "Colony Farm was
absolutely gorgeous, the cattle
were knee-deep in straw, the barns
were immaculately kept, all the
timbers and buildings were
painted white, and you could walk
in your white shoes and not get
dirty. . . . [It] was the province's
showpiece, and people came from
all over the world to see the prizewinning Holsteins and
Clydesdales."
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Holsteins in Colony Farm barn .
The milk was pasteurized and
_sent to Essondale.

6

Unfortunately, the 1940s also brought several disasters upon the farm.
First, there were fires, one of which destroyed most of the highly-praised
cattle facilities, then the 1948 Fraser River floods inundated the farm.
Colony Farm recovered and, through the next 35 years, it remained a
source of food and of pride to the staff and patients at Essondale (later
named Riverview).
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Then, in 1983, under the provincial government's restraint budget,
the farm was officially closed. The equipment, and the famed herds, were
sold off. Only the land remained.

... in 1983, the Farm
officially closed

)
)

The present. ..

1

More than ten years have slipped by since Colony Farm ceased
operation. Much has changed. The once-forested hills that overlook the
site have been cleared. Today they are solid with housing. The land
immediately to the west is a busy industrial park. Daily traffic jams choke
the adjacent Lougheed and nearby Trans-Canada highways. Only the
Colony Farm lands remain green and tranquil. Just a few years ago, it
seemed that these lands, too, would be developed. In 1984, the
government decided to sell Colony Farm. Only a small section, the site of
the Forensic Psychiatric Institute, was to remain in government
ownership. While the announcement indicated that the land would stay
within the province's Agricultural Land Reserve, local citizens and leaders
feared that, with the farm equipment gone and development rapidly
surrounding the valuable tract, commercial interests would win out. The
Colony Farm lands may owe its current existence to the recession of the
1980s -no buyer was found.
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Many groups and individuals
have opposed intensive
development
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Over most of the past ten years, Coquitlam and Port Coquitlam
groups such as the South East Coquitlam Ratepayers Association, PoCo
Citizens For Colony Farm and the Burke Mountain Naturalists and many
individuals have petitioned the
provincial government to keep
Colony Farm free of development.
While various pr:oposals, including .
one for a race track, swirled around
it, the land itself slowly evolved.
With farming (apart from a small
amount of leased grazing) at a
standstill, the fields, woodlots,
ditches and hedgerows became
increasingly important as wildlife
habitat. As many birds and small
mammals were displaced by the
housing and industrial
developments in adjacent areas, the
abandoned fields and trees and
shrubs of Colony Farm became
even more important as a refuge. Small mammals - rodents, raccoons,
mink and muskrats - moved into the long grasses. Beaver took up
residence along the river banks. Song birds nested in the trees and
waterfowl frequented the Coquitlam River. This abundance of life attracted
raptors, and today it is common to see an owl or hawk flying hunting
expeditions above the old fields. Nature has reclaimed much of Colony
Farm. Many people are prepared to honour that claim.

Wilson Farm (Port Coqui~am) .

)
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"Colony Fann comprises not only prime Jann land but also some
very significant wetlands and waterways that are vital to the
salmon and trout that inhabit the Coquitlam River. It must be
recognized that these waterways are an essential link in the food
chain and must be given full consideration in any future plans for
this area." -Alan E. Grist, Port
Coquitlam & District Hunting and
Fishing Club.
"The area now supports a rich
diversity of aquatic related life
along the Coquitlam River which
flows gently through this
ecologically fragile area. The
Colony Fann area is an
ESSENTIAL habitat link with
Douglas Island and Surrey Bend
which fonn the last migratory
corridor in the lower Fraser
Valley." - Friends of Douglas
Island
Coqu itl am

River.

The land use plan protects
large tracts of land for wildlife

The land use plan recognizes these wildlife values, with large tracts of
land to be set aside and protected so that wildlife can continue to flourish
on the lands bordering the Coquitlam River. The r iver itself will a lso get
attention as an important habitat for salmon, trout and other fish species.
Recently, the mouth of the Coquitlam River was proclaimed as a wildlife
management area. Colony Farm is an important link to this area.
Other interests, too, can make a legitimate claim for inclusion in th e
plan for Colony Farm. Passive recreation is relatively n ew as a .descriptive
term, but the activities it describes have a long and honourable history.
Humanity has always frequented, and often protected, places that offer
tranquillity; they are as essential to emotional health as places for active
recreational pursuits are to physical health. In many cultures, indeed , such
location s are h eld sacred. As the Lower Mainland b ecom es increasingly
crowded, and as "active" sports take over in many of our parks, it is easy
to see the n eed for places one can retreat to for peace and quiet.

" ... Colony Fann is a sanctuary, surrounded by intensive urbanization
and must be preserved as a Nature oasis ..." - Michae l Griffin, longtime resident of Port Coquitlam.
"We would like to see Colony Fann retained as a green place to walk,
birdwatch, to enjoy the large variety of wildflowers and shrubs that
bloom and thrive there." - Jennifer Barrio, PoCo Garden Club
Colony Farm will offer a place to stroll with your family, ride a
bicycle, jog, drift in a canoe or hunt out photogenic places and creatures it will meet our needs for passive recreation today and into the next

8
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COLONY FARM: PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

century. As well, for those whose lives seldom touch the wilderness, these
lands can become a living classroom where some of B.C.'s natural plants
and animals can be seen in their natural settings.
For some people, neither wildlife nor passive recreation are the main
issue. They realize that the existence of some of B.C.'s most fertile
agricultural land within this highly urbanized area offers an opportunity
rarely equalled in the Lower Mainland. Rich, black delta soils, untouched
by modem, chemical-dependent farming methods for the past fifteen
years could easily be brought back into production and would qualify for
organic growing. A portion of Colony Farm, set aside for agricultural
purposes, might host market gardens raising specialty crops for Lower
Mainland restaurants or for sale on the premises. It might provide garden
plots for those who live in nearby apartments and condominiums, but still
love to grow their own vegetables and salad greens. Whatever the
arrangement, there is also an educational opportunity, a chance for urban
children to see that food grows in the ground, not on supermarket shelves.

)
}

)

Colony Farm offers
tranquillity and a place to
stroll, ;og and cycle

Colony Farm may host
market gardens and provide
garden plots for residents

"With the majority of our residents removed from the farm, there is a
strong need for an on-going awareness program on agriculture. An
awareness program that will present, in an interesting and
stimulating way, our agricultural history and heritage, the
progression to current agriculture efficiency for the production of safe
food, and the need to support our farmers and protect our
agricultural resources for future generations." - The Western
·
Agricultural Society

)
}

)

)

)
)
)
)

"We cannot afford to lose land that can support food production. It
might be possible to set aside land for an organic community
garden." - Jennifer Barrio, PoCo Garden Club

)

)
)

}
}

J

By setting aside an area for agricultural use, the land use plan
recognizes the fertility of the land itself as well as Colony Farm's vital role
in the province's agricultural history.

}
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The future ...
As the plan for Colony Farm is put into action, a vision of the future
will take physical shape, but it is a vision of the future that remembers the
past. Ultimately, it is a vision which will recognize the land's special
values in three major areas: as some of the Lower Mainland's most
productive farm land, as a unique and vital sanctuary for wildlife, and as a
soul-restoring green space for urban dwellers.

a Vision for Colony Farm ...

_)

~

In this vision, a portion of the Fraser Valley's fabulously rich delta
land will come back into food production, rekindling some of Colony
Farm's proud agricultural history.
·

J
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In this vision, wildlife, which had a place along the shores of the

Coquitlam and Fraser rivers long before the first settlers arrived, will
continue to flourish.
In this vision, people will find a sanctuary, too, in a green, quiet

environment nestled within the highly urbanized lower Fraser Valley.
In this vision of the future, families will be able to stroll along paths

and dykes, in an atmosphere where the chance to observe natural plants,
fish, birds and animals may be enhanced by the opportunity to plant and
harvest in a community garden plot or buy vegetables that really are
"garden fresh" before going home. The farm may once again become a
provincial showcase, possibly for organic farming. As they explore the
lands, visitors will learn something about the wild world that surrounds
the city and about the farming world that flourished on this.land only a
few decades ago. Also, in this living classroom, they will learn how
agriculture and wildlife can be integrated to the benefit of both. It is a
vision with much to offer us all.

The Colony Farm Land Use
Plan provides an opportunity
to realize this vision

Today, we have a unique opportunity to realize this vision. Colony
Farm is a gift from the past. With wisdom, we can make it a legacy for the
future.

I
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This section provides a summary of Colony Farm's current land uses,
policies and resource values. For a more detailed account of each of these,
please refer to the Phase 1 - Technical Background Report, August 1994.
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Current Land Use
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Colony Farm is located within the Cities of Coquitlam and Port
Coquitlam. The Coquitlam River physically separates the farm and is the
boundary between Coquitlam to the west and Port Coquitlam to the east.
The Farm is approximately 583 acres in size. The Coquitlam portion is
known as the Home Farm and occupies about± 250 acres while the Port
Coquitlam portion, known as the Wilson Farm, contains about ± 333 acres.
Title to the property is held by the B.C. Buildings Corporation, a provincial
crown corporation. The bed of the Coquitlam River and the immediate
foreshore up to the toe of the dykes is provincial Crown land, under the
jurisdiction of B.C. Lands of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks. The river technically is not
part of the plan area; however, it
does play a major role in the land
use of Colony Farm.
Since the cessation of intensive
agriculture in 1982, agricultural
land u se has been restricted to
sheep and cattle gr azing,
p red ominantly on the Home
Farm. For the past several years
the Burquitlam Lions Club has
held an annual lease to graze beef
cattle for charity purposes.
A diverse range of wildlife
habitats are found at Colony Farm.
These include old field, hedgerows, ditches, waterways, riparian ·
vegetation and woodlots. Because there has been no active farming, some
areas of the farm have turned into "old field". These areas, which are
primarily in the Wilson Farm, are important habitat for a number of birds,
including those which prey on rodents living in the longer grass. Many
types of forbearing animals inhabit the farm including coyotes, raccoons,
beaver, mink and muskrat.

Cattle grazing on the
Home Farm.

Passive recreation is the predominant land use, despite the lack of
signage indicating the public is welcome to use the area. Most recreation

COLONY FARM LAND USE PLAN
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Figure 1
Current Land Use
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occurs on the Coquitlam River dykes in the form of walking, jogging,
cycling, birdwatching and general nature study. Some fishing and boating
occurs in the Coquitlam River. The Burke Mountain Naturalists have
sponsored annual walkabouts to increase public awareness and
understanding of the natural history of Colony Farm.
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The main land features of Colony Farm include the dykes, drainage
ditches, access road and the hydro transmission line corridors (Figure 1).
Two abandoned farm buildings, including a silo are found on the Wilson
Farm adjacent to Mary Hill Road. On the southwest edge of the Home
Farm there is an abandoned hog barn. Other farm buildings were recently
demolished as part of the redevelopment of the Forensic Psychiatric
Institute. Three abandoned residences are located adjacent to Colony
Farm Road. The dykes are built to
1:100 year flood standard and are
maintained by BCBC. A statutory
right of way has been registered
for pedestrian access along the
tops of the dykes.
The main vehicle access to
Colony Farm is via Colony Farm
Road south of the Lougheed
Highway and across an
uncontrolled level crossing of the
CPR tracks. There are two gated
gravel access roads off Mary Hill
Road on the Wilson Farm side.
The most northerly one also
provides access for a residence
located on Coquitlam Indian Band Reserve No. 2. A bridge across the
Coquitlam River upstream of Coquitlam Indian Band Reserve No. 1 is no
longer in service. This bridge provided both pedestrian and farm vehicle
access between the Home and Wilson Farms. Many people have
expressed an interest in seeing this bridge repaired or replaced. By
agreement with the Forensic Psychiatric Institute (FPI) and BCBC, the
public are allowed to park in a parking lot at the end of Colony Farm
Road. There is no parking along most of Mary Hill Road, however the
City of Port Coquitlam has recently provided several parking stalls on the
west side of Mary Hill Road.

Colony Farm bridge across
Coqui~am River. Many people
want this bridge repaired or
replaced.

Sewer, water, natural gas, telephone and electrical services are
available on the Home Farm as they are utilized by the FPL These services
are not present on the Wilson Farm.

)

Adjacent Land Uses
J
J

Several adjacent land uses have implications for land use at Colony Farm
(Figure 1). These include the Coquitlam Indian Band, Forensic Psychiatric
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Institute, Riverview Hospital, major roads and railways, Mayfair Industrial
Park, residential areas and the Coquitlam River Wildlife Management Area.

Coquitlam Indian Band
The Coquitlam Indian Band occupies two parcels of land adjacent to
Colony Farm - IR 1, adjacent to the Home Farm and IR 2, next to the
Wilson Farm. IR 1 is improved with several residences and the Band
office. According to the Chief, the Band may place some new residences
on IR 1, but otherwise has no plans to develop this site further. Access to
the site is via Colony Farm Road and along the dyke by agreement with
BCBC. The Band is very concerned with maintaining this access. The
Band has plans to develop IR 2 for residential use.

Forensic Psychiatric Institute
The Forensic Psychiatric Institute (FPI) is operated by the Ministry of
Health. It occupies approximately 58.5 acres directly south of the Home
Farm. About 45 acres of this land are in agricultural production (potatoes .
and other vegetables). Both patients and staff utilize the dyke tops of the
Home Farm for walking, jogging and cycling.
The FPI is currently being redeveloped on a site once occupied by the
farm buildings of Colony Farm. It will occupy approximately 66.5 acres.
The new facility will include 180 beds, gymnasium, kitchen, cafeteria, farm
buildings and other amenities. It is to be fully secured when completed in
1997. FPI staff have indicated they are interested in maintaining a close
relationship between the Institute and Colony Farm and in integrating
programs with Farm activities wherever possible.

Riverview Hospital
Riverview Hospital is located north of the Home Farm, on the west
side of the Lougheed Highway. The property is owned by BCBC and is
leased to the B.C. Mental Health Society as a hospital and teaching facility
for the treatment of mental illness. Riverview Hospital, formerly known
as Essondale, has had a long history of association with Colony Farm.
Patients were employed in the operation of the Farm. As well, Colony
Farm provided therapy for the patients and food for the hospital. Several
organizations have expressed an interest in integrating future use of
Riverview with land u ses at Colony Farm. These have included a Vision
Village concept and a proposal for an integrated horticultural centre.
There are also ecological linkages between Colony Farm and the Riverview
Hospital property, particularly the Mundy Creek corridor (for fish and
wildlife) and treed areas of Riverview and Colony Farm (for birds).

Roads and Railways
Colony Farm is surrounded by several major roads. Highway 7
(Lougheed Highway) is a divided four lane secondary highway that
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)

)
)

)

)
)

)

parallels the north edge of the Horne Farm. Just west of Colony Farm is
the Cape Horn interchange, a main access to the Trans Canada Freeway
from the Lougheed Highway. The main access to Colony Farm is from
Lougheed Highway. Vehicle traffic along the Lougheed Highway is
increasing as the population grows. Forming the southerly boundary of
Colony Farm is the Mary Hill By-pass, which provides access to Highway
7 west of the Pitt River Bridge and to United Boulevard, Mayfair Industrial
Park and the Lougheed Highway-Cape Horn interchange. There is no
access to Colony Farm from the Mary Hill By-pass or United Boulevard.
Mary Hill Road in Port Coquitlarn parallels the eastern boundary of
the Wilson Farm. Part of this road is a four lane arterial and is to become a
major north-south route once a direct connection with Shaughnessy Street
is completed in the fall of 1995. Traffic is expected to increase substantially
along this route. For the majority of its length there is a steep grade
between Mary Hill Road and Colony Farm. To construct an eight percent
grade access r.o ad (considered the steepest allowable from a traffic safety
point of view) would require substantial fill and grading, extending well
into Colony Farm.

)
)

The City of Port Coquitlarn is currently planning to replace the bailey
bridge crossing of the Coquitlarn River which connects the Lougheed
Highway to Pitt River Road. The new b ridge will accommodate
vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles.

)
)
)
)
)

)
)

J
)

The Ministry of Transportation and Highways is currently examining
options fo r a secondary crossing upstream of the Port Mann bridge to
alleviate peak traffic volume on the Port Mann bridge and Cape Horn
interchange. One possible alignment is a crossing that would run along
the westerly edge of the Home Farm, and connect to the Lougheed
Highway just to the east of Colony Farm Road. The new road would be
elevated to clear the railway tracks.
The CPR tracks run parallel to the Lougheed Highway along the
northern boundary of the Horne Farm. Colony Farm Road crosses the rail
line. This crossing is uncontrolled. A spur line servicing the Mayfair
Industrial Park runs along the westerly boundary of the Home Farm.

Mayfair Industrial Park

)
)
)

)

\.

The Mayfair Industrial Park is immediately adjacent to the westerly
boundary of the Home Farm, separated by the CPR spur line, a CPR
s~rvice road and a drainage ditch. The industrial park is accessed by
United Boulevard from the Lougheed Highway and Mary Hill By-Pass.

)

Residential Areas
)
)
)

Several neighbourhoods overlook Colony Farm. These include the
Dartmoor and Riverview Heights areas of Coquitlarn. Both these
neighbourhoods are to the north of Colony Farm, with Dartmoor being

)
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further west. The Riverview Heights area is immediately west and above
Riverview Hospital. Both areas command good views of Colony Farm.
According to the 1991 census these areas combined had a population of
approximately 9,100.

In Port Coquitlam, the Mary Hill, Westview and Citadel Heights
neighbourhoods overlook Colony Farm. This area has experienced
intensive residential development in recent years. The City of Port
Coquitlam has estimated that approximately 8,300 people lived in this area
in 1993. Colony Farm is within walking distance of these neighbourhoods.

Coquitlam River Wildlife Management Aiea
The mouth of the Coquitlam River has been designated as a Wildlife
Management Area (WMA) by the provincial government (Figure 1). It is
managed by B.C. Environment of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and
Parks. This area has high fish and wildlife values. The majority of the site
is covered with a riparian forest of black cottonwood and red alder. There
is a Great Blue Heron colony established east of the river mouth. Bald
eagles also nest in the site as do wood ducks. These wildlife and other
species of raptors, passerines, waterfowl and shorebirds which inhabit the
WMA also utilize Colony Farm, as do mammals and fish. There is a direct
interdependence between the WMA and Colony Farm. For example,
herons which nest in the WMA rely on the fields and ditches throughout
Colony Farm as a vital food source.
Recreational opportunities in the form of birdwatching and shoreline
fishing are encouraged, in keeping with the habitat preservation objective
of the WMA. Because of problems caused from overnight camping, illegal
dumping, illegal consumption of alcohol, damage by four-wheel drive
vehicles and firewood cutting on the west side of the river mouth, the
Management Plan for the WMA recommends prohibiting vehicle access
along the gravel road from the end of Burbidge Street in Coquitlam by
installing a gate. This route provides an alternate emergency access to
Colony Farm and FPI in the event Colony Farm Road is blocked. BC
Environment is currently arranging a new alternate route in preparation
for the closure of the existing access.

Land Use Policies
Land use at Colony Farm is governed by provincial, federal and
municipal legislation and policies.

All of Colony Farm is within
the Agricultural Land Reserve

Provincial
Agricultural Land Reserve
In 1974, all of Colony Farm was designated as part of the Greater
Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) Land Reserve under the Agricultural
Land Commission Act. Agricultural use under the Agricultural Land
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)

)

Commission Subdivision and Land Use Regulation is defined as
occupation or use of land for farm purposes, including husbandry of land,
plants and animals. Permitted and compatible uses include:

)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

)

)
)

)
)
)

)
)

)
)

)
)

)
)

storage and sale of agricultural products on the farm
construction of a single family dwelling unit and related structures
harvesting of trees and silvicultural practices
ecological reserves
a reserve or habitat for wildlife
natural area parks and recreation reserves
fish farms
clearing, draining, dyking and irrigating of land and related
activities for farm use

Other uses of agricultural land are not permitted without a formal
application to, and approval by, the Agricultural Land Commission. These
include uses such as dog kennels, equestrian centres, guest ranches,
campgrounds and golf courses. A Wildlife Management Area designation
under the Wildlife Act would require a referral to the Agricultural Land
Commission for comment.

Coquitlam River Floodplain Management Policy
B.C. Environment of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks
has developed a floodplain management policy for the Coquitlam River
which includes Colony Farm. Upstream of Colony Farm, the federal and
provincial governments are in the process of completing dyke upgrading
to the 1:200 year flood level as part of the Fraser River Flood Control
Program. Colony Farm, with its 1:100 year dykes is considered to be part
of the Coquitlam River flood way in the event of a significant flood event.
The policy, in summary, states that B.C. Environment would oppose any
development that involves raising ground levels at Colony Farm or raising
existing dykes that would cause Coquitlam River water levels to rise
during a flood event, potentially affecting property upstream of Colony
Farm.

J
)
)

)
)

)
)

J
J

Fish and Wildlife Habitat Protection
Under the Fisheries Act and Wildlife Act, the provincial government
has the power to protect fish and wildlife habitat that could be threatened
from development. This would include for example, impacts on the
riparian habitat and water quality of the Coquitlam River and protection
of nesting birds.
Waste Discharges
Under the Waste Management Act and Health Act, the provincial
government regulates the discharge of wastes to land and water. Air
emissions are regulated by the GVRD under agreement with the provincial
government. Potential land uses would have to be assessed to ensure they
comply with these regulations.

)
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Protected Areas Strategy
Under the provincial government's Protected Area Strategy (to set
aside 12 percent of the province's land base as representative natural
areas), Colony Farm was identified as an area of interest by the public and
government agencies. Colony Farm falls under the Coastal Western
Hemlock dry maritime subzone (CWHdm) of the Fraser Lowland
ecosection. A gap analysis has been undertaken which shows that only 2
percent of this subzone within the Fraser Lowland ecosection is currently
protected. An additional 34,414 acres (13,927 ha.) are needed to fill this
gap. A Regional Protected Areas Team (RPAT) comprised of various
government agencies is responsible for assessing whether or not areas of
interest meet the necessary criteria for inclusion as a study area for
protection. The Lower Mainland RPAT will be determining whether
Colony Farm meets the criteria for Goal 2 of the Protected Area Strategy
and warrants further consideration as a study area. This goal is " To
protect the special natural, cultural, heritage and recreational features of
the province."

Federal

Fisheries Act
The federal Fisheries Act protects fish and fish habitat for
anadromous and marine fish species. The Coquitlam River and its
riparian vegetation is valuable fish habitat. Potential land uses would
have to be assessed to ensure they do not impact adversely on fish habitat.
Migratory Birds Convention Act
Canada is a signatory to an international agreement to protect and
conserve migratory birds and their habitat. Colony Farm provides habitat
for a wide range of migratory birds. Therefore, any proposed land uses
would have to be assessed for their potential impact on migratory bird
habitat. Environment Canada administers and enforces this legislation .

.,
Navigable Waters Protection Act
The Coquitlam River is considered navigable water under this act.
Any structures or proposed uses which could potentially interfere with
navigation must be approved by Transport Canada (Canadian Coast
Guard). This would include replacement or construction of bridges across
the river, piers, etc.

~,
Regional Green Zone

Colony Farm is often viewed as an "oasis of green" within a rapidly
growing urban area. Ecologically it is linked to the Fraser RiverCoquitlam River-Pitt River area which contains significant natural areas
such as Douglas Island and Surrey Bend to the south; the Coquitlam River
corridor, Mundy Park, Mundy Creek and Riverview property to the north;
and the farmland and wetlands of the Pitt River to the east. Because of its
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)

)

unique setting, it has been identified as part of the Greater Vancouver
Regional District's Green Zone. Due to its inclusion in the Fraser River
and Coquitlam River floodplain, its designation as agricultural land and
the fact it is ecologically significant and provides outdoor recreation
opportunities, Colony Farm meets the guideline criteria of all four
categories of the Green Zone: community health lands, ecologically
important lands, outdoor recreation and scenic lands, and renewable
resource lands.

)

Municipal

)

)
)

)

)
)
)

)
)

City of Port Coquitlam
Wilson Farm is designated as a Special Study Area in the City of Port
Coquitlam's Official Community Plan (OCP). The OCP explicitly states
that the environmental and agricultural values of Colony Farm must be
protected and any proposed development must be consistent with the
Regional Green Zone. Colony Farm is a Development Permit Area and all
proposed developments are subject to an environmental impact
assessment. The Wilson Farm is zoned A-1 (Agriculture) which permits a
wide range of agricultural uses on a minimum parcel size of 2 hectares
(4.94 acres).

City of Coquitlam
The Home Farm is designated for agricultural use in the City of
Coquitlam's Southwest Official Community Plan and zoned A-3
(Agriculture and Resource Use)with a minimum parcel size of 8.1 hectares
(20 acres). In June 1993 Coquitlam Council passed a resolution supporting
continued agricultural use and compatible passive outdoor recreation uses
for Colony Farm.

)
)
)

Resource Values

)
)
)
)

)

Colony Farm contains excellent land for agriculture, has significant
wildlife habitat values and provides many recreational opportunities. The
Phase 1 - Technical Background Report should be consulted for a detailed
description of resource values and features. This section presents
highlights of the information presented in that report.
Agricultural Resources

)
)

)

Colony Farm contains some
of the best soils in Western
Canada

Colony Farm contains some of the best agricultural land in Western
Canada. Most soils are Class 2, with significant components of Class 1. and
3. As a general rule, the higher class soils are found in the southern half of
both sides of the Farm, closest to the Fraser River. Given the high land
capability, a wide range of food crops and forage can be grown with low to
moderate levels of management. To achieve its full agricultural potential,
the drainage system must be improved. This will require cleaning of
drainage ditches and, for some fields, replacement of drain tiles.

)

)
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Colony Farm was world
renowned

Colony Farm has had a long and distinguished history (over 70 years)
as one of the most diversified farms in B.C. It was a world renowned breeder
of award winning Holstein dairy cattle. Intensive livestock agricultural
uses included a large dairy (250 cows), a swine operation (150 sows) and a
sheep operation (140 ewes). In addition, a wide range of field crops was
produced. Colony Farm provided food and dairy products for the
Essondale and Woodlands institutions and the Forensic Psychiatric
Institute. It also provided rehabilitative employment opportunities for
residents and patients from these institutions and was used for
educational tours and demonstrations.

Wildlife Resources

The Farm contains a
tremendous diversity of
plants and animals

Old-field habitat on Wilson
Farm {Port Coquitlam).

20

Colony Farm is one of the most biodiverse areas in Coquitlam and
Port Coquitlam. Eleven habitat types and six ecosystem groups have been
identified. The Farm contains marsh, grassland, forests, hedgerows,
ditches, waterways and riparian vegetation. Each of these serves several
ecological functions . Their juxtaposition or location relative to one
another, as well as the edge formed between adjacent habitats, serve to
enhance the Farm's value to wildlife. Colony Farm is the largest tract of
old field habitat (farmland which has not been actively farmed for at least
five years) north of the farmlands of Surrey, Richmond and Delta. The
Wilson Farm contains the majority of the old field habitat on Colony Farm.
In recent years, over 150
species of birds have been
documented at Colony Farm,
including birds of prey, songbirds
and waterfowl. Many are
migratory and use Colony Farm as
an important feeding and resting
area. They rely on the over 160
different types of plants that make
up diverse habitats. For some
birds Colony Farm is extremely
important. For example, several
species that are considered to be
sensitive or vulnerable are found at
Colony Farm. These include the
Green Heron, Bald Eagle, Barn
Owl and Short Eared Owl. The Farm is the only known breeding site for
Western Kingbirds, Eastern Kingbirds and Least Flycatchers within the
Lower Mainland. Lazuli Bunting are believed to have nested at Colony
Farm for the past two years. Green Heron are also thought to breed here.
The increasing use of Colony Farm by regionally uncommon species of
birds is perhaps indicative of how critical the farm has become in
providing habitat types that are being lost elsewhere in the Lower
Mainland. As nature has been reclaiming parts of Colony Farm over the
past decade, the biodiversity sustained by the farm appears to be
increasing.
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)

)

)
)
)
)

Many types of mammals inhabit the farm
including coyotes, raccoons, beaver, mink and
muskrat. Garter snake dens have also been
identified. Ditches bordering the Forensic
Psychiatric Institute property which are connected
to Colony Farm are known to contain neotenic
brown salamanders. This finding represents the
lowest elevation at which such a population has
been documented. The Coquitlam River supports
populations of salmon and trout and the
vegetation along the River provide habitat for both
wildlife and fish. The River is a wildlife corridor
that connects the Coquitlam and Fraser River
watersheds. Because the ditches and old-field
habitat areas are a source of easily obtained food,
Colony Farm is a favoured release area for wildlife
that have been treated following injury or ill
health.

)
)

)

The Federation of British Columbia Naturalists'
Land For Nature Project identified Colony Farm as
one of 143 sites within the GVRD which have
significant environmental values.

)
Recreation

)
)
)
)

)
)

The natural setting of Colony Farm provides numerous opportunities
· for passive forms of recreation. A questionnaire survey and field
observations (Phase 1 -Technical Background Report) revealed that the
primary recreational activities are walking, bird watching, nature and
plant study, cycling, dog walking, jogging and fishing . The majority of
these activities occur on or near the dykes. All ages use Colony Farm,
particularly families. The level dyke tops make it suitable for seniors and
wheelchairs. Both sides of the Farm are used with about the same
frequency.

Great Blue Heron in Colony
Farm ditch .

)
)
)

J
)

Its abundant and varied wildlife, its pastoral character in the midst of
urban and industrial development, and the diversity of landscapes make
Colony Farm an attractive and interesting place to visit. The City of Port
Coquitlam has proposed a loop trail along the dykes of Colony Farm as
part of the City's PoCo Trail. The City of Coquitlam has plans for a trail
system along the west side of the Coquitlam River, using the Colony Farm
dykes. The Burke Mountain Naturalists have recently completed a trail on
the west side of the Coquitlam River to the bailey bridge on Pitt River
Road. They have also constructed a trail connecting the Wilson Farm to
the Coquitlam River WMA which provides a pedestrian link between the
Wilson and Home Farms.

Many forms of passive
recreation occur along the
dykes of Colony Farm

]

.)

)

Many people are unaware that the Colony Farm dykes are open for
public use and access and parking sites are not well marked. Also, the old

J
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Colony Farm bridge is no longer in use, so there is no easy way to cross
the Coquitlam River from one side of the Farm to the other, except via the
bailey bridge north of the Farm or the Mary Hill Bypass bridge south of
the Farm. Many people have stated their desire to have the bridge
crossing restored for pedestrian use.
The Farm has much potential for natural history education and
interpretation, through both self-guided and leader-guided programs.
There are many opportunities for
the placement of signs to explain
the wildlife values and the
agricultural resources of the Farm.

Colony Farm dykes provide an
important trail system.

22
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The general public and stakeholders have put forward a range of
ideas and issues concerning the future of Colony Farm. These ideas have
been brought forward in the public workshop, the formal submissions, the
open house and in letters and interviews. These have been documented in
the Phase 1 - Technical Background Report, the Public Workshop Report,
the Compendium of Formal Submissions and the Open House Summary
Report. These reports should be consulted for specific details. Several
major themes have emerged:
- Colony Farm is unique and special. Retain its features and
character as a pastoral open space.

)
)

)

)
)
)
)

This theme was expressed time and time again in a variety of ways.
Many people view Colony Farm as an "oasis" in the midst of a rapidly
developing urban area. The call to keep it green was heard over and over again.

II

an oasis 11

II

keep if green 11

-Keep Colony Farm in public ownership
The importance of keeping Colony Farm in the public domain was
reiterated numerous times and punctuated by comments such as "once
lost, we'll never get it back" and "we cannot afford to lose it". It was
recommended that private uses be on a lease basis.

)
)

- Keep Colony Farm in the Agricultural Land Reserve
)
)
)
)
)

Many people support the retention of Colony Farm within the
Agricultural Land Reserve. These people want to protect the agricultural
capability of the Farm and to prevent undesirable, more intensive
development on the Farm. There were many innovative ideas for
agricultural use of the land including market gardening, organic farming,
demonstration farming, education· and research activities, horticulture,
allotment gardens and areas for native plants.

once lost, we'll never get if
back
11

11

)

J
)

J
)

J
)
)

- Preserve Colony Farm fo r wildlife
There is strong support for preserving portions or all of Colony Farm
for fish, wildlife and natural uses. Many people expressed an interest in
retaining the Wilson Farm, Coquitlam River and sheep paddocks in a
natural state while using the Home Farm for more active or intensive uses
(i.e. agriculture) . There were suggestions for a wildlife management area
and provincial and regional park status.
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Protect wildlife values and
natural uses
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_: Keep Colony Farm open and accessible to the public

11

improve visibility

Many people use Colony Farm for walking, cycling, jogging and
general outdoor enjoyment. There is a concern that access to the dykes be
kept open for continued use of these activities. Many people expressed a
concern that the Farm is not well marked for public access. Several people
were surprised to learn that Colony Farm was open to the pubiic. There
was a call for welcoming directional signs.

11

- Encourage opportunities for public education and demonstration
A common theme heard was the desire for public education and
demonstration associated with farming and nature study. There are
considerable numbers of people in the community who recall visiting
Colony Farm when it was a functioning farm as part of a school tour or
simply as a weekend visit. Many people suggested that programs be
established for residents and patients at the FPI and Riverview Hospital.

Public education and
demonstration

- Provide recreational opportunities
Many people supported continued use of Colony Farm's dykes for
passive recreation such as walking, jogging, fishing, cycling and nature
study. The Farm is used year round for these activities. Interest was also
expressed both for and against golf course development on Colony Farm.

- Integrate planning for Colony Farm with Riverview Hospital,
Coquitlam Indian Band, Coquitlam River and other adjacent land
uses

Role of ad;acent uses in land
use planning

Colony Farm is directly linked both physically and socially to several
adjacent land uses. There were numerous suggestions to integrate
planning for both Colony Farm and these other sites. People mentioned
the historical ties to Riverview Hospital and FPI, the wildlife corridor that
the Coquitlam River and Colony Farm provides to Riverview and the
Fraser River and the important role of the Coquitlam Indian Band in
future planning and management of Colony Farm.

- Prohibit intensive development

11

no intensive development

24

II

A majority of people were opposed to intensive development such as
a horse track, theme park or other spectator-type sports facilities . Many
people did not want residential, commercial or industrial uses on Colony
Farm.
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This section is divided into several parts. Firstly, it contains an
overall goal for Colony Farm land use. Secondly, a number of land use
principles are outlined for guiding land use at Colony Farm. Thirdly, land
use designations for the Home and Wilson Farms are discussed;
The overall goal, principles and designations are based on careful
consideration by the Steering Committee of comments and submissions
received from the public and stakeholders, technical information, current
land use policies and regulations and a review of the public response to
the proposed land use options and draft land use plan.

}
)

)
)

Overall Goal
"To manage and protect Colony Farm based on its
importance for wildlife, agriculture and passive
recreation"

)

)
)

The following land use principles are intended to provide direction to
planning, land use and decision making for Colony Farm.

)
)

Land Use Principles

Guiding principles for land use

)

• Keep Colony Farm in public ownership
)
)

)
)

Colony Farm is a unique and valuable resource, with local, regional
and provincial significance for agriculture, wildlife and recreation. To
preserve and share these values among all British Columbians in
perpetuity, Colony Farm must remain in public ownership and land
uses must be compatible with public ownership.

)
)

• Keep Colony Farm open and accessible to the public

)

)
)

)
)
)

Colony Farm should be "open" to the public to the greatest extent
possible and efforts made to consider the needs of seniors and the
physically challenged. This should involve maintaining, restoring and
enhancing public access to, within and between the two sides of the
farm primarily along the dyke tops and perimeter of the Farm. Full
public access may at times have to be limited because of the needs of
wildlife and agricultural operations.

)

J
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• Preserve the agricultural capability of Colony Fann
Colony Farm contains some of the best agricultural land in British
Columbia. The Farm is in the Agricultural Land Reserve. Priority will
be given to a range of soil bound, environmentally sensitive
agriculture uses, in particular, farming practices that incorporate
integrated pest management or organic techniques in order to reduce
or avoid the use of chemical pesticides.

• Preserve and enhance the biodiversity of Colony Fann
Colony Farm contains significant wildlife values. Land uses should
support biodiversity and species abundance through the preservation
and enhancement of wildlife habitat. Significant habitat areas must be
protected including nesting, feeding and roosting sites. Land uses
should be compatible with the overall principle of enhancing the
biodiversity of Colony Farm.

• Maintain and enhance passive recreational opportunities on
Colony Fann
Colony Farm has significant recreational values and features. It is
currently used extensively for a variety of passive recreational
activities such as walking, jogging, cycling, nature study, and
birdwatching. Wherever possible, recreational activities should be
integrated with other land uses (e.g., agriculture and wildlife), be
accessible to a wide range of age groups and physical abilities, and be
linked to adjacent passive recreational opportunities (e.g., trails).
Recreational uses must be passive in nature.

• Ensure compatibility of land uses on Colony Fann
Colony Farm offers tremendous potential for a variety of uses and
activities, particularly wildlife habitat conservation, agriculture and
passive recreation. To realize the potential of these activities and to
minimize conflicts, land uses must be compatible.

• Provide opportunities for public awareness, education and research
at Colony Farm
Colony Farm offers excellent opportunities for the public to learn
about food production and natural history, and to research the
interrelationships between agriculture and wildlife. Land uses
should include provisions for public education and interpretation.
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• All land uses must minimize the loss of t he land base f rom buildings, structures, roads, etc.
To reduce the loss of Colony Farm's land base, priority will be given
to land uses which do not significantly alter the landscape and which
minimize the number and size of buildings, structures and roads, etc.
Proposed land uses which could potentially impact upon the land
base must mitigate negative impacts and provide compensation
where applicable.

)
)

• Encourage long-term, sustainable land uses for Colony Fann
)
)
)
)
}

Priority should be given to land uses which support environmental
sustainability, provide social benefits (e.g., passive recreation, public
education, food production) and contribute towards long-term
economically self-supporting management and operation for Colony
Farm.

}
)
}

• Encourage sh aring, stewardship, partnerships and voluntarism

)

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
}

Colony Farm is a valuable public asset with significant potential for
community involvement in land use activities and ongoing
management. Several groups have expressed a keen interest in
assisting with volunteer activities and fund raising for bridge repair,
wildlife habitat enhancement and interpretation, and trail building.
Many stewardship projects involving agricultural, recreational and
en vironmental u ses are also possible. These volunteer, partnership
and stewardship activities all contribute to a self- sustaining Farm.
Land uses which offer opportunities for partnerships, stewardship
and voluntarism should be given a high priority.

)
)
)

)

J
)
)

)
)
)
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• Plan and implement lan d uses to be sensitive t o adjacent communities and institutions
Colony Farm is located in the midst of established and rapidly
developing communities. Land uses at Colony Farm have the
potential to have both positive and negative impacts on adjacent
residential communities and land uses such as the Coquitlam Indian
Band, Forensic Psychiatric Institute and Riverview Hospital. Potential
land uses must be evaluated for their potential impacts on adjacent
residential communities and institutions.

)

)
)
)
)
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• Ensure land uses are feasible to implement, based on current and
expected regulations and policies
Current and potential land uses at Colony Farm are affected by local
zoning, provincial and federal legislation and policies (e.g.,
Agricultural Land Reserve, Fisheries Act, OCP's). These statutes,
regulations and policies provide a context for determining acceptable
land uses and uses which are feasible to implement. Land uses must
meet municipal, provincial and federal regulations and policies.

Common Elements
In addition, the land use plan incorporates the following common
elements:
• Environmentally sensitive agriculture. This is agriculture that
utilizes proper farm management practices in accordance with the
Code of Agricultural Practices and minimizes the use of pesticides
and fertilizers, including farming techniques such as integrated pest
management or organic agriculture. All farm operators at Colony
Farm must adhere to the Code of Agricultural Practices which is a
regulation under the provincial Waste Management Act. This is not
necessarily organic agriculture, however, organic agriculture could
occur at Colony Farm and has strong support from the local
community. An integrated approach to pest management should be
incorporated into the farm management plan to ensure that
chemical pesticides which are known to pose a significant threat to
wildlife are avoided.
• Drainage upgrading. Intensive agricultural production will require
drainage improvements. These include replacement of drain tiles and
ditch cleaning.
• Protection and enhancement of wildlife habitat and corridors.
This would include trees, riparian habitat and hedgerows. In some
areas, ditches could be constructed and/ or enhanced to provide
habitat for birds and amphibians. Although outside the study
boundaries, the land use plan proposes that the Coquitlam River
corridor (between the dykes) be designated as a provincial Wildlife
Management Area.
• Retention of the Farm in the Agricultural Land Reserve.
• Passive recreation and public access. Passive recreation is defined
here as activities that:
- include walking, hiking, jogging, nature study, angling, bird
watching, photography, cycling, dog-walking on leash,
canoeing and kayaking;
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- allow for low-impact trails, bridges, washrooms and
parking;
- do not require playing fields, extensive buildings or
structures, paved play areas, food concessions and similar
infrastructure;
- do not allow motorized equipment (except for wheelchairs
and emergency vehicles);
- do not impact on wildlife, fish or agriculture,

)
)
)
)
)
)

1
)
)

• Repair and/or replacement of the Colony Farm bridge to handle
pedestrians and possibly farm vehicles.

')

)
)

)
}

• Public awareness and education. This includes opportunities for
awareness and education of agriculture and wildlife and the
integration of these values and uses.
• Limited buildings and structures. To prevent the loss of the land
base, land uses should minimize buildings, roads and other
structures.

)
)
)

Land Use Designations

)

)
)
)

It is envisioned that Colony Farm will be managed on the principle of
integration of wildlife and agricultural values and resources and the
provision of public access and passive recreation opportunities. The
concept of integration in the land use plan incorporates the following:

)

}

1. The designation of certain portions of Colony Farm for a primary

)

use, where the resource values or attributes are significant and/ or
best suited to a particular use (e.g., wildlife, agriculture,
recreation). Other uses may also occur in these areas, if they are
compatible with the primary use.
2. The designation of certain portions of Colony Farm as integrated
management areas, where the objective is to undertake research on
the compatibility between wildlife and agriculture and over the
longer term to manage these areas for the benefit of wildlife,
agriculture and passive recreation.

)
}

)
)
)

)
)

)

Home Farm (West al Coquitlam River}

)

)
)

As shown in Figure 2, the majority of the Home Farm is designated
for soil bound, environmentally sensitive, commercial agriculture. Other
designations include:

)

)

i) the sheep paddocks north of Mundy Creek for wildlife
management;

)

J
)

J
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Figure 2
Land Use Designations
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1
)

1
)

1
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ii) the field immediately south of Mundy Creek (approximately 41
acres) as an integrated management area;
iii) an area at the south end of Colony Farm Road presently occupied
by the FPI parking lot and old farm residences for a public
education/ demonstration site, allotment gardens, farmers' market
and parking.
iv) the dyke tops along the Coquitlam River for passive recreation.

)
}

Commercial Agriculture

)

l
)
)
)
)

)
)
}

)
}

}

1
)

The majority of the Horne Farm is designated for soil bound,
commercial agriculture. A wide range of field crops is possible,
particularly horticultural crops and market gardening. Pasture and forage
production are other possibilities. While the plan cannot dictate or forecast
the market conditions for particular types of products, the rapidly growing
population in the area could create a strong demand for high-end, fresh
market garden products. Direct farm sales should be encouraged.
Organic farming is a clear option for the Horne Farm and has strong
support in the local community.
To ensure long-term, stable agriculture on Colony Farm, appropriate
lease arrangements should be established to promote good conservation
practices and encourage investment in the property. The entire farm could
be leased to one farmer or several market gardeners .

)
}
}

)

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
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J
)
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Commercial farming would require the construction of farm
buildings for machinery and equipment storage and possibly a residence.
Drainage would need to be upgraded.

Wildlife Management
The sheep paddocks north of Mundy Creek are designated for
wildlife management. There is good potential to.maintain and perhaps
enhance the biodiversity of plant species for the benefit of a wide variety
of birds. Some areas are poorly drained and marsh type vegetation is
developing in these locations. These sites could be left to develop
naturally, or enhanced to provide marsh type hzibitat.
All existing hedgerows and trees on the Horne Farm should be
maintained for wildlife. Opportunities exist to enhance existing
hedgerows with species such as red elderberry, Pacific crabapple,
flowering currant and black hawthorn. Trees such as mountain ash
could also be planted along hedgerows. Grass strips or field margins
next to hedgerows provide a transition between agrtcultural fields and
hedges. Wild, native, grassland plants can choke out annual agricultural
weeds, limiting crop infestation. These margins provide a good nectar
source for beneficial insects like bees and cover for birds and small
mammals such as voles.

J
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Field margins (grass) should be encouraged next to interior ditches
and hedgerows. While ditch cleaning will be required, care should be
taken to avoid sensitive breeding or nesting periods and to minimize
disturbance to existing shrub vegetation. An overall, comprehensive
integrated management approach to maintenance of drain tiles, ditches,
hedgerows and field margins should be incorporated into the agricultural
plan for the Home Farm.
The middle abandoned residence fronting on Colony Farm Road is
known to be habitat for a large maternity bat colony, of an, as yet,
unidentified species. It is recommended that this residence be maintained
until it can be determined whether suitable alternative habitat can be
found for this bat colony.
Integrated Management Area

This area is designated for the study of complementary farming and
wildlife habitat management methods. Another objective is to determine
whether or not public use and farming can be compatible. The results of
this research may have application for other areas of the Home Farm and
elsewhere. A minimum five year research program is proposed.

Year 1
l. A detailed habitat map of the entire area at a scale of 1:2000 with
emphasis on the marshy areas, ditch/hedgerows and possible
areas to be managed as old field (field margins).
2. Weekly census and mapping of wildlife use in habitat areas of
interest.
3. Determine the relative value of each habitat and define habitat
areas to be managed for wildlife.
4. Undertake a detailed contour survey of the field and design
drainage works to maximize field drainage while minimizing
drainage in the areas of habitat interest. Such works should b e
designed so that all field areas could later be included in the
drainage area with only minor modifications to the design.
5. Implement drainage works.
6. Prescribe wildlife habitat management objectives.

Years 2-5
7. Actively farm all areas not set aside for habitat and experiment
with farming methods and wildlife management techniques (e.g.,
field rotations, different crop types, etc) .
8. Record all farm activities and their timing, including the dates and
nature of any problems to farming arising from the presence and
management of the habitat areas. In partnership with the lessee,
track all costs and revenues associated with farming this field .
9. Document any problems or concerns between public access and
use and farming operations.

·I
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)

10. Continue annual studies and assessment of wildlife use as in
points 1-3 artd farming activities (point 7), including the
interactions between wildlife use and agricultural practices.
11. Assess the biological success of the habitat areas and the economic
implications to the farm operator of farming in this manner.
12. Assess the compatibility between public access and farming
operations.

)
)
)
)

1
)
)

)

Subsequent Years

)

13. Examine a variety of farming methods and habitat management
techniques to assess their compatibility and feasibility as outlined
above (e.g., different crops, rotation periods).

)

)
)
)
)
)
)

This work could be undertaken cooperatively with the farmer,
naturalists, government agencies and academic institutions. Students
could be encouraged to look at this as part of their post-graduate training.

)

Public Education/Demonstration

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

)
}

)
)
)
)
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An area near the foot of Colony Farm Road in the vicinity of the
existing FPI parking lot is designated as a public education/ demonstration
area. This area is expected to become surplus to the Forensic Psychiatric
Institute's needs following its redevelopment. This could involve a facility
and farm demonstration area. A group or society could be encouraged to
establish a facility and programs aimed at public education about farming,
wildlife and wildlife-agriculture integration. Farm operators should also
be encouraged to incorporate
education and demonstration
programs into their operations.
There are many opportunities for
nature interpretation along the
dyke trail system. A system of
signage such as those coordinated
by Wildlife Watch would be ideally
suited to Colony Farm.

)

Direct Farm Sa les

J
)
)
)
)

J

J
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The area at the south end of
Colony Farm Road could also
accommodate a direct farm sales
area for local farmers. This could
be done on a cooperative basis in
order to limit the size and number
of buildings. A sales outlet at the north end of Colony Farm Road could
also be considered, given its relative higher visibility from Lougheed
Highway. The proximity of this location to the level grade railway
crossing should be evaluated further.

Proposed area for public
education, demonstration,
parking, farm sales and
allotment gardens.
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Figure 3

Existing and Potential Access
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)

)
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Allotment Gardens
There is public interest in allotment gardening at Colony Farm. It is
difficult to estimate the demand for this type of activity Initially, 5 - 7
acres could be set aside for this purpose, at the south end of Colony Farm
Road. It is recommended that a non-profit society or group take on the
responsibility of managing the gardens and sub-leasing of plots to
individuals. All gardening must meet proper farming practices with
minimal use of pesticides. If there is the demand, sections or all of the
allotment garden area could be designated for organic gardening only.

Public Access and Recreation
Colony Farm Road should continue to be the main access into the
Farm. This road will require upgrading in order to handle increased
public use. Widening should not be required, but a pathway should be
considered along the eastern edge of the existing road. The road
upgrading could impact on the elm and chestnut trees which line the road.
Every effort should be made to avoid the loss of these trees. Additional
tree planting should be considered, if the trees are impacted from road
upgrading.

)
)

)
)

As the main gateway to Colony Farm, the entrance should be clearly
marked for the general public. Ideally, an overhead gateway similar to one
often depicted in early photographs of the Farm would help to distinguish
the entrance, while symbolizing the heritage aspects of Colony Farm.

)
)
)
)

)
)
}

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

A small parking lot (12 stalls) at the north end of Colony Farm Road
adjacent to the CPR right-of-way and under the B.C. Hydro right-of-way is
recommended (Figure 3). This area has had fill placed on it. This parking
lot could provide a staging area for persons wishing to access the
Coquitlam River dyke system. A sign showing the layout of Colony
Farm, parking areas and trail system should be constructed here as well as
at the foot of Colony Farm Road. This parking lot may also service a direct
farm sales outlet.
A new trail is proposed along the north end of the Farm to Mundy
Creek and the dyke (Figure 3). Careful planning and design of this trail
will be needed to ensure compatiblity between public access and farming.
Some means of separating public use from the farm operation may be
required.

)
)
}

)
)
)
)
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The dyke tops should continue to be used as trails (Figure 3). The
City of Coquitlam is interested in developing a trail network that would
utilize the Colony Farm dykes to access areas north of the Farm along the
Coquitlam River and south to the mouth of the Coquitlam River. As
public road access to the mouth of the Coquitlam River has been restricted,
BC Environment would like to see the parking lot at the foot of Colony
Farm Road available for use by anglers in addition to existing parking
near the Port Mann bridge.

)
)
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A trail from the parking area at the foot of Colony Far~ Road
connecting to the dyke at a p oint east of IR 1 is recommended (Figure 3).
This would help alleviate concerns by the Coquitlam Indian Band over
privacy and vandalism. This trail would require a p edestrian crossing of
the large drainage ditch which parallels the dyke.
It is recommended that the old fa rm bridge crossing of the Coquitlam
River be replaced, primarily to handle pedestrian traffic, but ideally, for
ligh t farm vehicles and emergency vehicles as well.

Wilson Farm (East of Coquitlam River}
As shown in Figure 2, the majority of the Wilson Farm is designated
for wildlife management with the objective of maintaining biodiversity
and species abundance through the preservation and enhancement of
wildlife habitat.
Other designations include:
i) the three most southern fields (approx. 90 acres) as an integrated
management area;
ii) the dyke tops and a connecting trail for passive recreation.

Wildlife Management
The area designated for wildlife management purposes includes the
fields and treed areas north of the access road, the field immediately south
·of the access road, and the treed areas along Mary Hill Road and
immediately north of the Mary Hill Bypass (Figure 2).
The fields should be managed as open field habitat, with an emphasis
on old-field . The old-field will require periodic renovation to provide
optimum small mammal production and accessibility for herons and
raptors. A wildlife management plan will need to be d eveloped for
Colony Farm. Consideration could b e given in the plan to using Colony
Farm habitats to reintroduce bird species that were once known to inhabit
this area.
It is proposed that a wetland area be enhanced north of the access
road to provide increased habitat diversity. This area is currently quite
wet and dominated by marsh type vegetation. This would involve
diversion of a ditch that takes runoff from Mary Hill Road. Shrubs and
trees such as willow could be planted around the wetland to provide
additional habitat for Green Heron and passerines.
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All hedgerows should be maintained and enhanced with species such
as red elderberry, Pacific crabapple, black hawthorn and flowering
currant. In some areas along Mary Hill Road, trees such as Mountain Ash,
cedar, Douglas Fir and cottonwood could be planted to provide diversity
and perching habitat for raptors. All treed areas should be retained.

)
)
)
)
)
)

The Coquitlam Indian Band has stated that it is willing to consider a
leave strip along the southern edge of IR 2. This would provide both
wildlife habitat and a visual buffer between the Wilson Farm and possible
residential development on IR 2. These trees are important nesting and
roosting habitat for birds which use Colony Farm.
Integrated Management Area

)
)
)
)
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)
)
)
)
)

The three most southern fields on the Wilson Farm are designated as
an integrated management area (approximately 90 acres). There is a need
for better information on the biological value of old field habitats and the
interactions between agriculture and wildlife in farmed areas. An
experimental research and monitoring program is proposed for this area
that could have long-term benefits for both wildlife and agriculture and
contribute greatly to land use decision making and management in the
region.
The management objective for this area is to ensure continued
biodiversity and species abundance and to research ways in which organic
agriculture may be compatible with wildlife and be used to enhance
wildlife values. Over the long term, it may be possible to achieve both
wildlife and organic agricultural objectives in this area. This area contains
very good soils (Class 1 and 2), capable of growing a wide variety of crops.
It also contains very good wildlife habitat and might provide critical
ground nesting areas for species which require old field habitat such as the
short-eared owl.

)

)
)

)

The following research and monitoring program is suggested as a
way of meeting the management objective for this area. It can be phased
in over several years.

)
)

)
)
)
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Firstly, it is important to establish a baseline wildlife inventory over a
minimum of two years, before moving on to other parts of the research
program. Funding must be fully secured prior to undertaking the
inventory work. Low intensity organic agriculture would be introduced
and evaluated in the second phase, following the baseline work. Phase 3
would involve assessing different organic farming methods for their
appropriateness for wildlife. Part, or all, of the integrated management
area will be set aside for habitat if the results of the baseline research and
scientific evaluation determine this to be the best option for protecting a
red or blue-listed species or species being tracked for such listing. Should
this occur, consideration could be given to relocating the research program
elsewhere on the Wilson Farm.
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Phase 1 (Baseline Research)
l. A detailed habitat map of the entire area at a scale of 1:2000.
2. Year round (over a minimum 2 year period) population studies of
voles and other mammals of note (e.g., coyote movements) in all
field habitats
3. Weekly census and mapping of bird use in the fields, hedgerows,
ditches, shrubs and trees. Weeds such as thistles should also be
examined for their significance as habitat.
4. From 1-3 above, determine the relative value and size of each
habitat to the maintenance of biodiversity, the presence and
abundance of wildlife species of special interest and the role of
these fields in relation to other fields.

Phase 2 (Subsequent years follow ing completion of baseline research)
5. Design and initiate low intensity organic farming activities (i.e.,
forage) for the field, or portion thereof, shown to make the lowest
contribution to the wildlife conservation needs. Include in the
research plan a provision to preserve or enhance adjacent habitats
(hedgerows/ ditches) and to manage portions of the field (oldfield, grass margins) to mitigate for values that may otherwise be
diminished by the farming activities. A recent field check of
hedgerows and ditches indicates that the northern sides of the
ditches are relatively clear of vegetation, while the southern sides
could be enhanced to benefit wildlife by planting shrubs and tree
such as black hawthorn, Pacific crabapple, red elderberry,
flowering currant and mountain ash. Ditch cleaning may be
required for agricultural purposes and this should be done
outside the nesting season. The interior hedgerow separating the
two most southern fields is well established on both sides of the
ditch and should not be disturbed. To improve drainage for low
intensity agriculture, the existing drain tiles may require cleaning
or replacement. This should be done in such a manner and time
of year as to minimize impacts on wildlife.
6. Continue annual studies in all fields as in points 1-4 and assess
the interactions between wildlife and farming practices on the
farmed fields or portions of them. The research should evaluate
the optimal rotation period from a wildlife enhancement
perspective. In addition, the results of research elsewhere (e.g.,
Delta) should be factored in to the research design as it becomes
available.
Phase 3 (Subsequent years following evaluation)
7. Continue activities 5 and 6, progressing to other fields or
portions, one field or portion at a time, while leaving other fields
or portions fallow, provided that any undesirable impacts on
wildlife are mitigated.
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8. Continue annual studies and a~sessment of all fields including
the farmed ones as in points 1-4.
9. At this point, other types of organic farming practices and
rotation methods could be assessed to determine their
appropriateness for wildlife.

)
)

)

)
)

)

The findings of the research may result in the extension, modification
or cessation of the program. An ongoing monitoring program may be
desirable from a long-term research point of view. This could involve
cooperation of local naturalists, farmers, government agencies, and colleges
and universities. The research could be used for post-graduate studies.
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Public Access and Recreation
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In the short term, it is proposed that no new road access be developed
from Mary Hill Road to the Wilson Farm. Given the environmental
sensitivity of the Wilson Farm, and the potential environmental impacts,
no new road access should be constructed from Mary Hill Road in the
immediate future. Should additional access be required, based on greater
public demand in the future, upgrading of the existing gated access from
Mary Hill Road should be evaluated. A parking site at the base of the
access road on the south side would need to be provided.
The best point of access from Mary Hill Road to the Wilson Farm, in
terms of topography, is a location approximately 100-200 metres north of
the Mary Hill Bypass . However,
this point is relatively close to a
very busy intersection (soon to be
controlled). If it is determined that
the old Colony Farm bridge across
the Coquitlam River cannot be
replaced, then from an agricultural
point of view, access at this point
would be desirable and should be
considered.
The City of Port Coquitlam
has provided several parking stalls
along Mary Hill Road. Further
discussions should be held with the
City to determine the feasibility of
creating additional parking.
The access road in the northeast corner of Colony Farm currently
provides access to a residence on IR 2. However, with the widening of
Mary Hill Road, this access will be unsafe and should be closed. The City
of Port Coquitlam and the Coquitlam Indian Band should examine other
alternatives for accessing this residence.

)
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It is recommended that the dyke tops be used for passive recreation
(trails) (Figure 3). These trails will become increasingly important for
walking, jogging and cycling as the population grows in nearby residential
areas. The City of Port Coquitlam has identified the Colony Farm dykes as a
loop trail component of the PoCo trail system. The Burke Mountain
Naturalists have developed a trail that links the Wilson and Home Farms,
by using the Mary Hill Bypass bridge across the Coquitlam River. By
crossing the bridge, one can cross to the Coquitlam side of the river and access
both the river mouth and tl1e Coquitlam River dyke on _the Home Farm.
A new trail along the northeast corner of Wilson Farm is proposed
(Figure 3). This would connect the dyke trail running along the northern
boundary of Colony Farm with the access road from Mary Hill Road. No
other trails are recommended through the sensitive wildlife management
area.

Colony Farm dykes are great
for exploring by all ages.
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The land use plan envisions a future for Colony Farm which
emphasizes the integration of wildlife, agriculture and passive recreation.
It includes large open field areas and other habitat for the benefit of a wide
variety of wildlife, fields for active farming, with opportunities for
highlighting organic farming and direct farm sales of fresh vegetables.
The Plan provides for trails along the Coquitlam River from which wildlife
and farming activities can be viewed and includes provisions for
educating people about farming and wildlife and the importance of these
to our quality of life.

)

While directly serving a growing population in the communities of
the tri-cities, the importance and significance of this plan reaches much
further. It protects regionally significant green space and wildlife
corridors and provides habitat for internationally significant birds. The
plan protects the soil capability of some of the best farm land in Western
Canada and offers the potential for Colony Farm to re-establish itself as a
highly productive farm contributing to our community's sustainability.
Importantly, the plan provides an opportunity to experiment and monitor
the interactions between wildlife and agriculture and to explore ways in
which both wildlife and agriculture can thrive together.

)
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What Needs to Be Done?

)
)
)

To implement the land use plan, several functions will be required.

)

)

Management and Coordination

It will be necessary to formalize a management structure to
implement the plan and to be accountable. This structure should promote
and provide for community involvement, interagency cooperation and
consultative decision making. Management expertise will be required in
terms of property administration, wildlife management, farming,
education/ demonstration and recreation. Several management
approaches are discussed further below.

)

)
)
)

Management expertise in a
variety of fields is required

)
Planning a nd Consultation

)
)

Ongoing planning will be required as the land use plan is
implemented. A wildlife management plan should be prepared. A
comprehensive agricultural plan will be required which includes
commercial agriculture, awareness, education and research. This plan
should also address nature and length of farm leases. New trails need to

)

)
)

)

More detailed wildlife and
agricultural plans need to be
prepared

)

)
)
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Aspirit of cooperation is
required

be located and planned for. The proposed research and monitoring
program for the integrated management areas need to be refined. An
education and interpretation program should be developed. A site plan for
the public education/ demonstration, farmers' market and allotment
garden area should be prepared: Work should begin on organizing and
developing the allotment gardens. All these activities should be done in a
spirit of cooperation and consultation, involving the local communities,
Coquitlam Indian Band, Forensic Psychiatric Institute, community groups
and municipal and senior levels of government.
Capita l a nd Construction

Set priorities for capital
projects

Major and minor capital projects are required to make the land use
plan fully functional. The drainage on the agricultural fields requires
upgrading. The bridge across the Coquitlam River needs repairing or
replacing. New trails and benches need building. Public amenities such
as washrooms and information signs need to be provided. Interpretive
signs should be provided. An education/ demonstration facility may need
to be built. Farm buildings will be required. The Colony Farm Road will
require upgrading. Not everything
needs to, or can be done
immediately. Priorities should be
established. Some investments can
be undertaken by lessees or under .
the auspices of existing
government programs.
Operations and Maintenance

w
Events such as the Colony Farm
Walkabout can provide
awareness of Colony Farm's
wildlife and agricultural
resources .

Education and demonstration
programs should be a high
priority
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The Farm will require ongoing
property administration (securing
and setting lease conditions),
maintenance of dykes, trails,
pumps, signs, garbage removal,
etc. Security may be required for
allotment gardens and farm areas.
There are ongoing operating and maintenance costs at present but in the
future, lessees can be expected to contribute towards some of these costs.
Education a nd Demonstration

Colony Farm offers much potential for awareness, education,
interpretation and demonstration. There is also a great deal of history
associated with the Farm, FPI and Riverview Hospital. Natural features
and wildlife values need to be identified and explained through signs,
maps and interpretation programs. The role and importance of agriculture
in our society needs to be explained and demonstrated. An important
component is the demonstration of agriculture and wildlife interactions
and integration. Annual events such as the Colony Farm walkabout and
farm related special events should be encouraged.
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Mobilization
)
)
}

}

)

)

)

Fund raising and recruiting volunteers are important early tasks for
implementing the Colony Farm land use plan. Some of the money or
resources for the work may come from government and leases, but there is
also a significant potential for donations and other types of donated
resources. For example, the Burke Mountain Naturalists have already
contributed a great deal in terms of trail building, preparation of bird and
plant species lists, and sponsoring the annual walkabout. There is
potential for a "Friends of Colony Farm" to take on an active stewardship
role in organizing work parties, fund raising events and contributing time
and expertise in construction projects, and ed_u cation and interpretation
programs. The civic spirit evidenced at the public consultation events
needs to be channelled and organized to make the Colony Farm land use
plan vision a reality.

Partnerships with volunteers
and government

Haw Should The Land Use Plan be Implemented?
Everyone involved in the planning process recognizes that there is
much work left to be done. How can this work be organized?

)
)
)

The first requirement is to endorse and adopt the land use p lan. Once
approved, the plan can serve as a long-term framework for land use
planning and management of Colony Farm. To ensure that future land
uses of Colony Farm meet the objectives of the land use plan it is
recommended that a covenant under Section 215 of the Land Titles Act be
registered against the title to the property. The covenant should specify
the recommended uses for Colony Farm, namely wildlife habitat,
agriculture, passive recreation and education and interpretation.

Management criteria for plan
implementation

)
)
)

There are several ways that Colony Farm could be managed. The
chosen approach should be able to carry out the tasks described above and
implement the land use plan vision. The best approach is one that
achieves the following criteria:

)

• Provides a firm basis for implementing the plan and managing
Colony Farm as an entire, integrated unit, with clear responsibility
and accountability. This will require expertise and ongoing
management capability in wildlife habitat management, commercial
agriculture, passive recreation, public education and research.
• Follows the general intent of the land use plan while allowing for
flexibility to enable further site-specific planning.
• Enables and encourages participation by the community and
stakeholders in ongoing management and decision-making.

)
)

• Enables the raising of funds and the mobilization of resources both
within and outside government.
)

)
)
)
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Proposed Management Structure
There are ·s everal management approaches for implementing the land
use plan.
Status Q uo

An implementation
framework for ongoing
management

Under this arrangement, BCBC would continue to be the landlord of
the property and would be responsible for overall management and
administration. An advisory committee comprised of various
stakeholders, similar to the present Colony Farm Land Use Study Steering
Committee, would provide advice and assist with implementation
activities.
Single Government Agency

In this approach a single government agency other than BCBC would
be responsible for managing Colony Farm. It would be similar to the
status quo arrangements, where BCBC has management authority over the
entire property. An advisory committee could provide input into
implementation of the plan.
Inter-governmental Protocol Agreement

In this option, a protocol agreement, utilizing the land use plan as the
overall framework could be entered into with BCBC, Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks, Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Food, City of Port Coquitlam, City of Coquitlam, Coquitlam Indian Band
and possibly other stakeholders, to provide cooperative management for
Colony Farm. The Fraser River Estuary Management Program (FREMP) is
an example of cooperative management utilizing an intergovernmental
protocol agreement approach.
Existing Non-Government Organization

In this arrangement, an existing non-government organization or
society would lease the property from BCBC and be responsible for overall
management of Colony Farm. An advisory committee could provide
input into the Farm's management.
Colony Farm Trust

In this approach a trust would be established specifically to oversee
management of Colony Farm. The trust should include members who are
committed to the land use plan and have a shared vision for Colony Farm.
Members should preferably be non-government and represent a range of
stakeholder interests such as wildlife, agriculture, recreation, First Nations,
and community groups.
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Analysis of Management Approaches
)
)

Status Quo

This arrangement has the advantage of being relatively easy to start
up. BCBC staff are familiar with the property and are experienced in
property administration and management, including leasing
arrangements, etc.
)

However, BCBC has no specific mandate to manage properties such
as Colony Farm, nor expertise related to agriculture, wildlife or recreation.
They have indicated that they do not wish to have primary, ongoing
responsibility for Colony Farm.
)
)
)
}

)

)
)

)

Single Government Agency

It does not appear that any particular agen cy has the overall mandate
to manage Colony Farm as proposed in the land use plan. BC Lands may
be the agency which could most likely take on authority for management.
However, they have no special exp ertise in farmin g or wildlife
managem ent. No provincial government agen cy has shown an explicit
interest in managing Colony Farm. Other agencies such as BC Parks, BC
Environment, and the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food do not
necessarily have the broad mandate to manage Colony Farm as proposed
in the land use plan. In many cases, resources are limited as well.

)
)
)
)
)

It would be difficult for one of the local governments to take on

management responsibility, given the Farm lies within two municipalities .
The GVRD Parks Department might be suited to managing the Farm.
They currently manage Minnekhada Regional Park in northeast
Coquitlam. Many of their parks also include significant wildlife areas.

)
)

Intergovernmental Protocol Agreement

)

)

J
)

}

)

In this option BCBC would still be the primary landowner, but would
delegate responsibility for management of s01nt' areas or functions to other
agencies (i.e., wildlife management to BC Environment, trails to
municipalities). Leases for agricultural and other uses of the Farm would
be handled through BCBC. The protocol agreement would establish a
Board or Committee made up of signatories to the agreement. All land
uses, leases, etc. would be approved by the Board. The Board would not
replace the individual authority of each agency, but would provide a
forum for cooperative decision-making and stewardship for ongoing
management of Colony Farm. The signatories to the agreement could also
agree to provide funding and/ or resources.
This arrangement provides for shared decision making and a funding
parb1ership for implementation of the plan. It would require negotiations
between the potential signatories to the agreement. It is extremely
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important that the agreement clearly specify how Colony Farm is to be
managed utilizing the Land Use Plan as the basis, and the responsibilities
of each of the signatories. If there is not a clear understanding of how the
plan is to be implemented and what the responsibilities for each signatory
are, then there is potential for fractured decision making and management.
Existing Non-Government Organ ization

There does not appear to be any existing organization with the overall
expertise and resources necessary to manage Colony Farm. The Nature
Trust, for example, is primarily concerned with habitat preservation and
does not manage property directly. It leases the property it owns to other
government agencies or organizations for management. Many
organizations are voluntary and are not specifically structured to take on
management of a large property or enterprise. These organizations,
however, should be encouraged to become involved in plan
implementation such as representation on an advisory committee,
stewardship activities, education/ interpretive programs, etc.
Colony Farm Trust

Given the foregoing analysis, the establishment of a Colony Farm Trust
might be the best option to oversee management of Colony Farm.

Ongoing community
involvement in plan
implementation

The Trust would operate as a non-profit society and would be
community driven. Government agencies, municipalities and other
organizations could sit on an advisory committee. A trust can hold
property and has the ability to generate funds from both within and
outside government. BCBC could establish a 99 year lease with the Trust.
The Trust would have the responsibility to manage Colony Farm
according to the adopted land use plan. The Trust could also sub-lease
land to farmers, organizations and government (e.g., wildlife areas could
be managed by B.C. Environment). The aim would be to make the Trust
self-financing and it would generate funds through leases, donations and
government programs. Some initial seed money may be necessary to
launch the Trust and to assist with necessary capital improvements.
The experience of other Trusts indicates that strong leadership is
essential for the Trust to work well. The Trust will also require
administrative and technical support for meeting arrangements, property
administration, record keeping, public information, fund raising and other
functions required to implement the land use plan. These services could
be provided through a variety of means including:
- salaried or contract staff reporting to the Trust Board;
- staff seconded from agencies who sit on the Advisory Committee to
the Trust;
- volunteers; and
- coop students.
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Benefits, Costs and Revenue

)
)

)
)

Successful implementation of the land use plan will require
organization, cooperation, time and funds . This section summarizes,
qualitatively, the potential benefits, costs and revenues which can be
expected to occur in implementing the land use plan.

)
)

Potential Benefits

)

Protects Wildlife Values

)

)
)

)
)

)
)

The land use plan recognizes the regional and international
significance of Colony Farm for wildlife . Implementation of the plan will
contribute very significantly to the conservation of regional wildlife
habitat abundance and diversity. It will also protect migratory bird habitat
which has national and international significance. It provides an important
link to upland and downstream ecological systems. The p lan will increase
opportunities for public awareness, education and enjoyment of wildlife
values and resources.

)

Conserves Agriculture Capability a nd Promotes Food Production

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Colony Farm contains excellent soils capable of growing a wide
variety of crops. The land use plan provides for long-term protection of
the soil and food production capability of Colony Farm. It provides for
significant food production opportunities in a rapidly growing urban area.
The plan encourages environmentally-sensitive agriculture and organic
farming. Implementation of the plan will increase opportunities for public
awareness and education for agriculture and demonstration of farming
techniques. Farming will create employment, income and government
revenue impacts.

)

)
)
)

)
_]

)

)

Promotes Passive Recreation and Publ ic Access

The land use plan provides significant opportunities for passive
recreation which can be enjoyed by thousands of people. Colony Farm has
the potential to become a major destination point for those wanting to
enjoy the outdoors. Its varied and abundant wildlife attract hundreds of
birdwatchers annually. With increased public exposure and clearly
marked access, passive recreation at the Farm can be expected to greatly
increase. This is especially so in such a rapidly growing area. Outdoor,
passive recreation activities generate billions of dollars annually in related
expenditures in Canada. In 1991, British Columbians spent $572.5 million
on passive, wildlife related activities. A total of 14.8 million days were
spent on these activities with an average daily expenditure of $38.70.

J
)

J
)
_)

)
_)
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Maintains Local and Regional Green Space

Colony Farm makes a significant contribution to maintaining green,
open space as identified in the GVRD's Liveable Region Strategic Plan.
Colony Farm meets the criteria for all four categories of Green Zone lands.
It is important as community health land, ecologically important land,
outdoor recreation and scenic land and renewable resource land. The plan
recognizes these values and maintains them. Few sites in the Greater
Vancouver area can claim to represent all four categories of green zone.
Colony Farm may also contribute to the provincial Protected Areas
Strategy.
Links Ad jacent W ildlife A reas and Recreational Opportunities

Colony Farm is an important ecological link and corridor for wildlife
in the Coquitlam watershed and downstream to the Coquitlam River
Wildlife Management Area, Douglas Island, Surrey Bend and other parts
of Fraser River watershed. Colony Farm dykes play an integral role in trail
system plans for Coquitlam and Port Coquitlam and the Fraser River
Estuary Management Program.
Contributes to Integrated Resource Management

The Colony Farm land use plan provides the basis for integrating
wildlife, agriculture and recreation. It establishes a mechanism for
undertaking important research and monitoring to increase our
knowledge and understanding of the interactions between wildlife and
agriculture. This knowledge will be of great importance to others
involved in land use decision-making.
Promotes ongoing cooperation a nd pa rtnerships

The land use plan provides a framework for cooperation between
governments, farmers, community groups, naturalists, Coquitlam Indian
Band, recreationists.and other stakeholders. By working together in a
cooperative management structure there is an excellent opportunity to
forge strong partnerships in managing Colony Farm.
Increases Public Awareness and Understanding

A major theme throughout the land use plan is to provide public
education, interpretation and demonstration opportunities to increase our
awareness and understanding of wildlife and agriculture and wildlifeagriculture interactions.
Reduces Uncerta inty a nd Conflict

Since the early 1980's, Colony Farm has been plagued by uncertainty
and land use conflict. The land use plan provides a shared vision and
direction for future planning and management of Colony Farm that should
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)
)

remove much of that uncertainty. The proposed management structure
encourages ongoing involvement of stakeholders.

)
)

)

Potential Costs

)

Implementation of the land use plan will require both capital and
ongoing operating and maintenanc.e costs. Some of these are critical to
successful implementation, for example, drainage upgrading. However,
other costs can be incurred over time, as funds and resources become
available through farm revenues, arrangements with lessees, partnerships
with other stakeholders, grant programs and through volunteer assistance.
This phasing of costs, over time, will help to ensure that Colony Farm
becomes a self-supporting operation.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

)

Capital Costs

There are a number of capital cost items which will be required to
implement the land use plan. Some of these have a higher priority than
others. Some items can be implemented as funds become available
through volunteer assistance, cost sharing with lessees, government
programs and fund raising.

)
)
)

The most important and immediate of the capital costs is drainage
upgrading of those fields designated for intensive agriculture.
Preliminary estimates suggest that this will cost in the range of $600 - $800
per acre, or a total cost of $116,000 - $155,000.

)
)
}

)
)

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)

The replacement of the Colony Farm bridge is not critical to
implementation of the land use plan. However, from a public perspective,
it is a priority as it would link both sides of the Farm. One preliminary
estimate puts the replacement of this bridge at about $335,000. Further
estimates are required based on pedestrian use only, or a combination of
pedestrian and farm vehicle use.
Other capital cost items include the construction of public
washrooms, Colony Farm Road upgrading, additional parking facilities,
directional signage and trail upgrading. Wildlife management
recommendations include wetland and hedgerow enhancements. Public
education programs will require installation of interpretive signs and
possibly the construction of an interpretive centre.
Operating and Maintenance Costs

Currently, there are ongoing operating costs associated with ditch
cleaning, dyke and pump maintenance, fence repair and property taxes
(grants in lieu of). There are also administration costs to manage the
property. All these costs are presently paid by BCBC.

J
J
)

J
)

_J
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Under the land use plan, these costs would continue.
Implementation of the plan will also require ongoing administration costs,
property taxes and maintenance of the dykes and ditches, etc. New costs
associated with the plan include wildlife management costs (e.g.,
renovation of old field), research and public education. Some of these
could be expected to be shared with lessees or offset by other potential
revenues, partnerships with government and nongovernment
organizations, academic institutions and through volunteer assistance.

Potential Revenues
Currently, Colony Farm is producing no revenue. Under the land use
plan, intensive, commercial agriculture will occur on about 187 acres.
Under current market conditions for similar agriculture land, annual lease
rates of $200 - $300 per acre can be expected. In the integrated
management areas of the Farm, which comprise about 130 acres, farming,
initially, will be less intensive. Annual lease rates can be expected to be in
the $50 - $75 per acre range. Based on these assumptions, annual farm
revenues are in the $44,000 - $66,000 range.
Allotment gardens may also generate revenues.
There are a number of other potential revenue sources that could
contribute to the ongoing management and operation of Colony Farm.
The following is a partial list of potential funding sources:
Government Programs

Agricultural Land Development Assistance Program (ALDA)
ALDA provides long-term, low-interest loans up to $75,000 for onfarm capital improvements. Eligible projects include drainage, irrigation,
land clearing, well drilling, best waste management practices, plus others.
Partners in Progress
This is a new multi-year funding program under the auspices of the
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food providing cost-sharing of
projects and activities up to a maximum of $250,000 which encourage
members of the agriculture, fisheries and food industries to form
partnerships to act on challenges and opportunities in the sector.
Sustainable Practices Program
A grant program directed at producers who implement on-farm
projects which promote improved use and management of land, soil and
water resources, that sustain the productivity of the resource base while
protecting the environment. The maximum grant is $5,000 per farm operation.
Other possible funding sources include:
• Habitat Conservation Fund
• Environmental Partners Fund

so
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)

• Public Conservation Assistance Fund
• British Columbia Wildlife Watch
• Pacific Estuary Conservation Program
)

Non-Government Programs

)
}

)
)

)

)
)
)
)

)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tree Plant Canada
Nature Conservancy of Canada
Wildlife Habitat Canada
Ducks Unlimited Canada
Wild Bird Trust of B.C.
Stanley Park Zoological Society
Canada Trust Friends of the Environment Fund
VanCity Savings EnviroFund and Corporate Donations Program
Vancouver Foundation
Coquitlam Foundation

The local municipalities may be willing to contribute funds and
expertise in trail building, signage and maintenance.

}

l
)
)
)
)
}

)
)

There are groups such as the Burke Mountain Naturalists, Riverview
Horticultural Centre Society, Port Coquitlam and District Hunting and
Fishing Club, Friends of Douglas Island, Burquitlam Lions Club, B.C.
Federation of Agriculture and Western Agriculture Society who may be
able to devote skills, experience and fundraising to the operation and
management of Colony Farm.
It is important to note that Colony Farm is currently not covering its
costs and its environmental and agricultural resource and recreational
potential is not being fully realized. The land use plan provides a vision
and framework to realize the potential of Colony Farm and to set it on a
course to be financially self-supporting.

}

)
)

)
.)

)
)

)

J
)

)
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NEXT STEPS

)

)

)
)
)
)

It is important to recognize that the land use plan can be phased in over a
5-10 year period. Not everything needs to be accomplished in the first year.
However, priorities need to be set. The following is a list of action items that
should be followed in the first year once the land use plan has been approved.

)

)

First 6 Months alter approval:

)

• Establish management structure

)
)

• Arrange initial seed funding

)

• Establish administrative and technical support

)
)

• Develop a drainage upgrading plan and obtain cost estimates

)
)

• Develop a work program and budget for implementing the plan

)
)
)

Next 6 - 12 Months alter approval:

)

• Determine how drainage upgrading will proceed and obtain
financing

)

)

• Review capital budget requirements and decide on priorities, timing
and funding sources

)

)
)

• Advertise and secure farm lessees

)
)

• Develop public communications program (ongoing); hold a special
Colony Farm Day event similar to the Annual Walkabout.

_)
)

• Develop a funding strategy; identify partnerships to undertake
specific tasks - may require committees

)

)

• Prepare a site plan for allotmrnt gardens, public education/
demonstration area (could be moved up to first six months if
community interest is keen and volunteer labour is available)

)

_j

• Begin work on wildlife and agricultural management plans

)

J
J

• Develop research and monitoring program for integrated
management areas

)

• Mobilize volunteer labour to assist with trail building and
maintenance and wildlife enhancement.

J
J
_)

)
)
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